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CO-ED ISSUE 
I would be true, for there are those 
who trust me; 
I would be pure, for there are those 
who care; 
I would be strong, for there is much 
to suffer; 
1 would be brave, for there is "much 
to dare; 
I would be friend to all—Ihe foe, fhe 
friendless; 
I would be giving and forget fhe gift; 
I would be humble, for 1 know my 
weakness; 
I would look up, and laugh and love 
and lift. 
—Howard Arnold Walter. 
APRIL 11, 1922 
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Frank Lee sends greetings to old 
friends at Taylor. He is now attend­
ing school at Canton, China. He 
says "I am spending most of my time 
studying Chinese. On Sundays I 
teach a Sunday school class and go 
out with other students to preach 
from village to village." 
J. P. Gardner is working in an un­
dertaking establishment in Middle-
town, New York. 
Esther Glasier is taking nurse's 
training in Blessing hospital at 
Quincy, 111. She writes that she is 
enjoying her work.. 
Mr. and Mrs. Archer called on 
friends at Taylor Monday as they 
were passing through- Mr. Archer 
is preaching at the United Brethren 
church at Home Creek, near Dunkirk, 
Ind. 
Mr. and Mrs. John Rose left today 
for Boston. He has a charge near 
Boston and expects to take work at 
the university. They have planned 
to stop off a few days at Waldon, 
New York to visit Percy Boat and 
wife. 
Ruth Glasier is teaching in Coun­
cil Bluffs, Iowa. She is expecting to 
leave in a few weeks on a trip to 
Europe. 
Victor Peavy is working in the Y. 
M. C. A- at Evansville, Ind. 
CONVERSATION. 
As there have been a great variety 
and wide range of expositions and 
essays written on "up-to-date" sub­
jects, why not take a more common 
place and interesting one, namely, 
conversation. But how many of us 
have ever stopped to think very much 
about it? Undoubtedly, three-fourths 
of us view it from a haphazard view­
point and think of it as a mere pas­
time. When we really stop and con­
sider this, is it not a shame that such 
a useful convenience, fitted for ev­
ery period and condition of life, a 
convenience so much within the 
bounds of every human power should 
be abused and neglected as it is 
today? 
For instance, one great fault of 
conversation is talking too much. Un­
der this, of course, comes mere "gab-
Edith Waterman is spending a few 
days home. 
Rev. H. L. Liddle is preaching ir. 
the Methodist church at Arcadia, Ind. 
Mrs. Jacob Bos is teaching at her 
home at Crothersville, Ind. Her sis­
ter, Miss Goodnight, is attending 
high school there. 
Floyd Barnett spent a few days at 
Taylor during the spring vacation. 
He expects to return in a few weeks 
and finish his college work-
Word has been been received of 
Miss Jessie Edward's safe arrival at 
the Magaw hospital, Foochaw, China. 
She is hdppy in her works and 
says, "The Lord has been verv 
good to me to send me out here, 
where the need of evangelistic work 
is so great." 
Miss Floy Struble is keeping house 
for her father at Shephard, Mich. 
Jewell Sutherland writes that in 
a recent revival in the little min­
ing town where she lives one hun­
dred souls were brought to the Lord, 
and one young woman lias dedicated 
herself to mission work. 
Martha McCutchen is expecting to 
spend the summer with Clinton 
Bushey's family at their mountain 
cottage at Mokonshan, China. 
Miss Lulu Rupert is taking work 
at Indiana University. 
bing" which very often has for its 
sub-head, "talking about one's self." 
How often have we gathered at soc­
ials, dinners, parties, etc., or even 
when four or five have met, and been 
actually bored because one—what 
shall we ca'l himt—wind jammer?— 
delighted and prided himself in cease­
lessly rambling on about "Big I and 
little you" until the situation be­
came almost unbearable. 
Then, we have a class of people 
who are always talking about them­
selves in a different way, not "blow­
ing," as we use the slang expres­
sion today—but always relating their 
faults. To my mind, there is nothing 
more tiresome and foolish than this, 
for down deep in that person's heart 
we know he is generally trying to 
work on our svmpathies and is forever 
breathing a silent prayer inside that 
his listener will assure him of 
the opposite. This is what I call 
one form of insincerity. Does it get 
either party anywhere? I am sure 
every sensible person will answer 
in the negative. Then, why spend our 
time so carelessly and aimlessly? We 
know you have your faults, so have 
we, but we keep them to ourselves 
as much as possible and determine 
to master them whenever we have the 
chance- To keep rehearsing them 
will do no good, for by so doing, peo­
ple are apt to get a poorer opinion of 
us than we expected. Would not 
those few minutes which may have 
been hours, have been more profit­
ably spent in reading our Bible? 
We also have what we call "men 
of wit" or men who wish to be called 
that. They think that a golden op­
portunity has been lost if they have 
not remarked something witty (?) 
everytime they opened their mouths. 
They deem this the most attractive 
way to draw and hold attention . We 
have all met and seen such people, 
yet how much have their empty words 
meant to us and what sort of a char­
acter lies beneath ? 
Directly in line fall two other faults 
which appear much different, but 
however, are big errors of conversa­
tion; impatience to interrupt others 
and uneasiness of being interrupted 
ourselves. The first is very annoy­
ing and often exhausts our interests 
to finsh our story. On the other 
hand, there are those whose manners 
will not allow them to interrupt, but 
will arouse impatience until the other-
party is through for they have some­
thing in mind which they are afraid 
they will forget. 
Etiquette tells us that the chief 
aim of conversation is to entertain 
and improve those we are among, but 
how little stress do we ever laj on 
this? Can we always say as we go to 
our rooms or homes from such gath­
erings or chance meetings that it has 
been a help to us, that a new vis­
ion has dawned on us and we feel in­
vigorated to go with life's duties, 
more than ever before? If so, we 
can count that time profitably spent. 
—Caroline Churchill. 
"Tomb, thou shalt not hold Him 
longer; 
Death is strong, but life is stronger; 
Stronger than the dark, the light; 
Stronger than the wrong, the right; 
Faith and hope triumphant say, 
'Christ will rise; on Easter Day!" 
—Phillips Brooks. 
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shot from a gun 
And he worried about it. 
"When strong gravitation unbuckles 
her straps, 
Just picture," he said, "what a fearful 
collapse! 
It will come in a few million ages. 
Since the day when Mary of Beth- essarily mean within her own four perhaps"— 
any anointed Jesus' head, and her walls. We now recognize that the And he worried about it. 
lowly sister, the Magdalene, with her home's safety and sanctity are either 
tears bathed his feet and fondly dried menaced or protected by outside in- And the earth will become much too 
them on her abundant tresses—acts fluences including marriage $nd di- small for the race— 
of loving devotion, essentially fem- vorce laws, schools, property rights, And he worried about it. 
inine their sex has had an honored and laws dealing with sanitation, When we'll pay thirty dollars an inch 
place in the work of the Kingdom, pure food and child labor. Surely it for pure space— 
' The church has recognized and hon- becomes the duty of the college girl And he worried about it. 
cred woman, and it is the influence to know what laws are now in opera- The earth will be crowded so much, 
of Christianity that has given her tion concerning these questions, and without doubt, 
in this age her great opportunity, of the college-bred woman to use That there won't be room for one's 
The recent granting of the ballot to her influence and her ballot for ev- tongue to stick out, 
women is the logical, if tardy, se- ery advance along these lines. No room for one's thought to wander 
quence of such recognition. A recent bill which covers ques- about—i 
The American colleges have done tions of grave import pertaining to And he worried about it. 
much toward woman's emancipation. tbe ii,e ot botb mother and child is 
It amuses today's "fair co-ed" to read tbe Sheppard-Towner bill, a study of And the Gulf Stream will curve, and 
that a Boston newspaper of some which we earnestly urge upon our New England grow torrider— 
' eighty years ago made caustic com- thoughtful women and girls. Let us And he worried about it— 
ment apropos of the public presenta- be as faithful in our political duties Than was ever the climate of 
tion of diplomas at Mount Holyoke as we are in evelT Pbase °f woman's southern-most Florida-
College, the first endowed college for work> and enter heartily the political And he worried about it. 
women. The radical innovation was door of opportunity. Let us study Our ice crop will be knocked into 
condemned as an evil "endangering tlle needs cf childhood and conse- small smithereens, 
that beautiful secl-sion in which fe- crate orr balIot to s"PPly these. And crocodiles block up our mowing 
male loveliness should live and move Restrictions may be imposed and machines, 
and have its being and reward." Ob- opposition may meet us but it is a And we'll lose our fine crops of 
erlin College, the oldest co-education- waste of time for us to consider them. potatoes and beans— 
al college, then starting in the wilds "Tbere are fields white "nto the har- And he worried about it. 
of Ohio, was more cautious. It re- vest" wherein our right and our goal 
quired that the lady graduates' final are ""disputed and they are within And in less than ten thousand years, 
essays should be presented in pub- baiIing distance of the home. As worn- there's no doubt-
lie vicariously but modestly, by a en of a wholly new era we can set And he worried about it— 
"member of the faculty." It is a for """selves no higher task, we can our supply of lumber and coal will 
far cry from that day-more distant serve no hoIier P""P°se than by turn- give cut-
in accepted customs than it is in in& to that realm wherein women And he worried about it. 
chronology Today, the co-ed has worked first and in which they shall just tben tbe jce age wju return cold 
equal honor with her male classmate. al™ work best-the realm of the and raw> 
is quite as conspicuous as he and cbild- ' Frozen men will stand stiff with arms 
far more in evidence at commence- outstretched in awe, 
ment. The honors and attentions, IE WORRIED ABOI T IT As vajniy beseeching a general 
rightfully hers, should not. however, The sun's heat will give out in ten thaw 
be accepted lightly, for they carry million years more— And he worried about it. 
with them a definite burden of re- And he worried about it. 
sponsibility. It will sure give out then if it doesn't His wife took in washing—half a 
Since our government has confer- before dollar a day -
red upon women the right of the bal- And he worried about it. He didn't worry about it. 
lot that final great reform for which R will surely give out, so the sci- His daughter sewed shirts the rude 
her predecessors fought long and val- entists said grocer to pay— 
iantly, the college woman should en- In a1' scientifical books he had read, He didn't worry about it. 
ter upon her obligations to see that And the whole boundless universe While his wife beat her tireless rub-
only good men and true are elected to then will be dead - a-dub-dub 
local and federal offices and that laws And he worried about it. On the washboard drum of the old 
for tl\e conservation of the health, the wooden tub 
morals and the best interests of worn- And some day the earth will fall into He sat by the stove and he just let 
en and children are enacted. the sun— her rub— 
The old argument that "a woman's And he worried about it— He didn't worry about it. 
place is in the home" does not nec- Just as sure and as straight as if —Sam Walter Foss. 
OUR REALM 
Mrs. Newton Wray 
! 
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THE RESURRECTION 
Darkness is disappearing, shadows 
are fading, and slowly over the purple 
hills creeps the dawn. One by one 
the flowers lift their dainty heads to 
welcome the early morning dew and 
one by one the shining sunbeams 
bring promise of a coming glorious 
day. In the distance, two figures 
quietly steal in and out among the 
hedges seeking a lonely tomb—when 
lo! they And the stone is rolled away, 
the sepulchre is empty, and two shin­
ing angels proclaim in triumphant 
notes, "He is not here; for He is ris­
en." And the echo of these words 
resounds through the ages ever bear­
ing the same beauty and significance. 
Upon the resurrection of Christ de­
pends the destiny of the human race 
for "If He he not risen there is no 
resurrection; and if He be not risen, 
there is no forgiveness; and if He be 
not risen, there is no Son of God; 
and the world is desolate, heaven if, 
empty, the grave is dark, sin abides 
and death is eternal." But Christ is 
risen; the scriptures state it, history 
records it, the miraculous transforma­
tion in lives, caused by t^e preaching 
of the resurre-t'on. pro 'es it. and the 
inner witness* of the child of God con­
firms it. 
Marv Magdalena and the other Mary 
were the first to receive this glad 
message and were the first to give the 
good news to others. Jesus in his first 
meeting with the discinles after He 
came from the tomb, commissioned 
them to go and preach the gospel of 
the resurrection, and through the 
centuries this has been the dynamic 
force of Christianity. It is the one 
great characteristic which distin­
guishes the Christian religion from so­
cial and ethical cults. Buddhism in­
vites life long asceticism. Hinduism 
gives forth lofty codes of morality, 
but Christianity gives the world a 
perfect Man, the Son of God, who took 
the form of sinful flesh, bore the pen­
alty of sin on the cross of Calvary, 
and was resurrected from the dead, 
that fallen humanity might be recon­
ciled to God. 
Since the resurrection seals the 
work of redemption, since redemption 
is the all inclusive plan of God, and 
since God can only communicate this 
eternal plan of salvation to others by 
means of human instrumentality, the 
tremendous responsibility of its 
proclamation rests, today upon the 
disciples of Christ. Had Mary not told 
the disciples, had ,'ne disciples not 
obeyed their Master's divine injunc­
tion, had not Paul gone westward 
with his message of the risen Christ 
where would ge be now? If the 
church today, yea, if you and I do 
not meet the responsibility or do not 
fulfil the heavenly command—ever 
conscious that His power and pres­
ence is promised to accompany our 
labors—if we do not obey, what will 
become of those, who have never 
heard of the Lamb of God which tak-
eth away the sin of the world? What 
will become of those who today, know 
nothing of the joy of Easter, but live 
hopelessly in fear and superstition, 
trying to appease the tyrant, con­
science, which makes them conscious 
of their guilt. God has committed to 
us the ioys and privileges of Easter 
expecting us to impart the living 
massage of the resurrection to the ut­
termost part of the earth. 
—Berenice Carman. 
Thank God every morning when 
you get up that you have something 
to do that day which must be done, 
whether you like it or not. 
—Charles Kingsley. 
IF 
If you can keep your head when all 
about you 
Are losing theirs and blaming it 
on you; 
If you can trust yourself when all 
men doubt you, 
But make allowance for their 
doubting, too; 
If you can wait, and not be tired by 
waiting 
Or being lied about, don't deal in 
lies; 
Or being hated, don't give way to 
hating 
And yet don't look too good, nor 
talk too wise! 
If you can dream and not. make 
dreams your master; 
If you can think and not make 
thoughts your aim; 
If you can meet with triumph and 
disaster 
And treat these two imposters just 
the same; 
If you can bear to hear the truth 
you've spoken 
Twisted by knaves to make a trap 
for fools; 
Or watch the things you gave your 
life to, broken, 
And stoop, and build 'em up with 
worn out tools. 
If you can make one heap of all your 
winnings 
And risk it on r,ne turn of pitch 
and toss; 
And lose and start again at your 
beginnings 
And never breathe a word about 
your loss; 
If you can force your heart and 
nerve and sinew 
To serve your turn long after they 
are gone, 
And so hold on when there is noth­
ing in you 
Excent the will which says to them 
"Hold on." 
If you can talk with crowds and keep 
your virtue; 
Or walk with kings:—nor lose the 
common touch 
If neither; foes nor loving friends 
can hurt you 
If all men count with you but none 
too much; 
If you can. fill the unforgiving 
minute 
With sixty seconds worth of dis­
tance run, 
Yours is the earth, and everything 
that's ir, it 
And—what is more—you'll be a 
man, my son! 
—Rudyard Kipling. 
The song of the Panama canai 
builders was: 
"Got any rivers they say are un-
crossable? 
Got any mountains you can't tunnel 
through? 
We specialize in the wholly impos­
sible 
Doing the thing that no one can do." 
Most men who don't would be glad 
to pay a large income tax. 
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God's Call To Service 
Culla J. Vayhinger, 
Director Americanization for National W. C. T. U. 
On a tablet in the Statue of Liberty 
which stands at the eastern gateway 
of the United States are inscribed 
these words: 
"Not like the brazen giant of Greek 
fame, 
With conquering limbs astride from 
land to land; 
Here at our sea-washed, sunset gates 
shall stand 
A mighty woman with a torch, whose 
flame 
Is the imprisoned lightning, and her 
name 
Mother of Exiles, from her beacon 
hand 
Glows a world-wide welcome; her 
mild eyes command 
The air-bridged harbor, that twin 
cities frame. 
'Keep, ancient lands, your storied 
pomp!' cries she,' 
With silent lips. 'Give me your tired, 
your poor, 
Your huddled masses yearning to 
breathe free, 
The wretched refuse of your teeming 
shore. 
Send these, the homeless, tempest 
tossed to me, 
I lift my lamp beside the golden door." 
This lifted lamp greets the immi­
grant as the great steamer drops 
anchor within the harbor of this new, 
strange land which is to be his fu­
ture home. He gathers up his bag­
gage and leaves the crowded quarters 
in which he has lived for ten days, 
and proceeds to Ellis Island where 
he must pass inspection by the gov­
ernment of the United States before 
he can enter. This inspection con­
sists of examination as to his physical 
condition, his mental capacity, his 
literacy, his passports and the proba­
bility of his ever becoming a public 
charge. 
The average immigrant, because of 
former experiences, looks upon the 
"government" as a cold, impersonal 
power that is always to be feared and 
so stands in terror until this ordeal 
is successfully passed and he walks 
out on the streets of our great Amer­
ican metropolis, to begin life in a new 
and strange world and to begin the 
process of "becoming an American." 
Most words in the English language 
have an accepted definition. This is 
not true of the word "Americaniza­
tion." There seems to be a natural im­
pulse called Americanization, caused 
no doubt by conditions revealed 
during the world war, but the direc­
tion of this impulse has not as yet 
been' reduced to a carefully evolved 
science. No other nation has had the 
opportunity to demonstrate a success­
ful procedure in the assimilation of 
diverse races. This demonstration is 
left to America with her thirty-five 
different races speaking fifty-£our lan­
guages. How can this assimilation be 
accomplished? By a common lan-
g~age? By a common dress? By as­
sociation with Americans? By becom­
ing citizens and voters? By learn­
ing to sing "America" and "The Star 
Spangled Banner?" 
The lower east side bolshevist may 
speak our language most glibly. A 
"Hart, Schaffner Marx" suit may cov­
er a traitor's heart. The enemy of 
law and order understands the powe-
of the ballot and is often more eager 
to exercise his right to wield that 
power than is the honest law abiding 
citizen who is engrossed with busi­
ness cares and "toq busy" to take 
time, to attend the primaries or vote 
on election day. It takes more than 
any or all of these things combined. 
These are means, but not the essence 
of Americanization. 
The Ohio Council of Defense defines 
it as "the bringing together of the 
old and new America. It is the inter­
pretation of America to the foreign 
born and the interpretation of the 
foreign born to America." Frances 
Kellor says "Americanization is the 
bringing to bear in the life of every 
stranger who enters this country, the 
sum total of American ideals in his 
home, in the shop, in the neighborhood 
and in the legislatures and courts. 
The native born American is the keep­
er of these ideals." Mrs Thomas G. 
Winter says "Americanization means 
the creation of one nation out of many 
peoples. Many creeds—one spirit; 
many races—one ideal of liberty, jus­
tice, democracy. The spirit of Amer­
ica embodied in the life of America." 
These are all good but the W. C. 
T U. accepts the definition of Brooks 
with slight change, and to us it "is the 
science that deals with a just assim­
ilation and amalgamation of the di­
verse races into a national unity for 
world service upon the plane of our 
highest Christian ideals." 
To this end, every American citizen 
must understand these ideals and in­
terpret them in his daily life; but so­
cial and religious groups must be 
able to do this in combination. There 
must be agreement among these 
groups as to the end to be attained 
and the general method of procedure, 
yet each group finds here a broad and 
needy field for service. 
The bolshevistic movement in Amer­
ica does not draw recruits from hap­
py foreign homes, around whose ta­
bles sit sober fathers with jobs, 
mothers who understand something 
of the functions and spirit of the gov­
ernment under which they live, and 
children who are in public school 
rather than compelled to be in shop, 
factory or beet field and who, while 
they eat their meal, look upon the 
motto, "Christ is the Head of this 
house, the unseen Guestat every meal, 
the silent Listener to every conversa­
tion." It draws its recruits from 
among the ignorant foreigners, the 
wanderers, the unemployed, the 
"down-and-outs" and those who are 
the victims of their own misdeeds and 
warped ideals and feel there is no 
hope for another chance but attribute 
their woes to "the government." The 
organization with a program adapted 
to Ihe promotion of such homes and 
to reducing the number of the latter 
class,, is the one that best serves 
America and America's Christ. 
The problem of Americanization is 
not a local problem, foil anything 
which we may gain or lose through 
these immigrants, is gained or lost 
to the nation. If, because of their 
lower standard concerning the Sab­
bath day, we are brought to a con­
tinental European Sabbath, the whole 
nation suffers. If, because of their 
antagonism to the principle of prohi­
bition our law fails of enforcement 
and is finally lost to us, the rural 
community, where there are no for­
eigners, suffers the same as the city 
where they make their homes. 
The Christian ideals of America 
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must be maintained in order that we ginning of her work in the district, 
may render our greatest service, not came to the Center to see the "teach-
only to those who come to our shores, er." she was in great trouble. The 
but to the world at large. husband had been sick for weeks and 
It is very important that the moth- the mother had to go out to do night 
er learn English in order that she may scrubbing to earn a living for the 
do her buying more intelligently; family of seven. Her hands were 
that she may be able to understand crippled with rheumatism until it was 
and interpret into her own life some with difficulty and the greatest suffer-
of the splendid contributions which ing that she closed them over her 
our institutions and current literature scrub brush. The night before, her 
have for her; that she may command thirteen-year-old boy had been ar-
the highest respect of her children rested and taken by the police and 
who are learning in our public she was not able to understand why 
schools to think, speak and act in and did not know what to do in the 
English, and that she in time may be matter so was distracted with grief, 
able to intelligently lead them toward in her trouble her mind went back to 
the high standards set in the best the little woman who was good enough 
American homes instead of following to hunt her up, climb the stairs and 
that which the child may interpret come to her little hot rooms to help 
to her as the "American standard." her learn English that she might talk 
These needs of the foreign mother the language her children had learned 
should lead every Christian woman to speak, and the visit to the Center 
to be helpful to at least one such followed. She sobbed out her story 
mother in learning English, but teach- to the teacher who put her arm about 
ing English is only the avenue through the bent shoulders of the woman and 
which we are to reach a larger field drawing her close to her own tender 
of usefulness. There is a right way heart she said, "I am very sorry for 
and a wrong way to cultivate this yOU and want to help you. I do not 
larger field. Let me illustrate: A know just what to do, but let us 
woman s society stirred by the appeal kneel down here and ask our Father 
of a worker among foreign speaking about it and He Will tell us what to 
people awoke to the fact that they (]o." And together they kneeled and 
owed something to these residents of the teacher poured out her heart in 
their city, especially the women. Af- simple language to God for wisdom 
ter discussing plans for a little time, an(] help. When they arose, she had 
a committee was appointed to visit her answer and the light was shining 
each of five districts in the city and jn her face. The little mother looked 
'istribute religious tracts written in af her for a moment and then in a 
the language of the district. A day most incredulous tone said, "You talk 
was set when the work was to be to God?" "0, yes." the teacher re­
done and the committees went out by piled. 'He is my Father and when I 
twos, in their carriages, driven by am jn trouble I always ask Him what 
colored coachmen. One took each f0 ([0 an(i He tells me." The woman 
side of the street and with gloved dropped her eyes for a moment as if 
hand passed to every woman whom jn thought, then looking <up said, 
she met in the street or who would "could I do dat?" The woman by 
open the door, a tract written, she H,e well was not more eager to catch 
hoped, in her native tongue. the words that fell from the Master's 
In many cases the leaflet was torn lips than was this little Polish wom-
to shreds before their eyes and the an to catch the reply of the teacher, 
committees returned discouraged and who recognized in this the answer to 
nronounced these women "unapprecia- the prayer of her discouraged and 
tive of the gospel message." troubled heart a few nights before. 
A teacher in an eastern city had Intelligent, earnest prayer opens 
become discouraged because while she the door of opportunity, points out 
knew she had helped a number of the field of service and crowns with 
foreign mothers to learn English, she success the work of the consecrated, 
had seen no evidence that she had tactful worker. This makes the dif-
helped them in solving the more vital ference between the right way and 
problems of tbe mother. She the wrong way to do the work. One 
prayed earnestly for guidance and gives advice, leaflets, money and the 
strength and some evidence that her other gives herself. Nothing short of 
work had not been in vain. A few giving ourselves will solve the Amer-
days later a poor Polish mother whom icanization problem. It is God's call 
she had taught in her home in the be- to Christian, American womanhood. 
R. M. HENLEY ? 
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We grow our own flowers I 
Telephone 175. Hartford City, Imd. f 
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| Office and Hospital, 214 N. High St. j 
| Hartford City, Ind. | 
! 0. C. BO WEN & CO. | 
I DRY GOODS, NOTIONS i 
f GROCERIES, t 
j GENTS' FURNISHINGS 
? Upland - Indiana ! 
* | Miller Lbr & Mfg. Co. I 
| EVERYTHING IN BUILDING ? 
MATERIAL, WOOD & COAL 
f Upland, Ind. Phone 211 
We Appreciate Your Trade 
"Blue Bird" Bread 
BUNS, ROLLS, AND ALL 
KINDS OF PASTRIES 
Satisfaction Guaranteed 
or Money Refunded. 
Upland Baking1 Co. 
E. S. ULLOM, Prop. 
Phone Orders 382 
J (  
Upland State Bank 
Upland, Ind. 
CAPITAL 825,000.00 
SURPLUS AND PROFIT, 
$8,000.00 
H. T. CONNELLY, President 
GUY DUCKWALL, Cashier 
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RIGHTS OF INDIAN WOMEN 
In India who ever heard of a Hindu 
woman possessing "rights?" 
From the standpoint of Hindu re­
ligion she is accepted as a necessary 
evil, almost universally unwelcomed 
at birth, frequently neglected in in­
fancy, as soon as convenient married 
off to some boy or man of the same 
strata of caste as that to which she 
belongs, oppressed and ill-used in 
girlhood and young womanhood, and 
if she should be so fortunate as to 
have a son, feared, in turn when she 
becomes a mother-in-law. 
A ccording to Hindu religious teach­
ing, the chief responsibility of par­
ents so far as their girls are concern­
ed is to attend to their marriage at an 
early date. When the little tots are 
frequently only three or four years 
of age, sometimes younger but usually 
not over seven, never over eleven 
years of age,, arrangements are made 
with the parents or uncle of some 
older boy, or if no suitable boy is 
available, with some man of their 
caste whose wife has died, and after 
the matter of dowery is settled, the 
time is set for the wedding to take 
place. The poor little girl has no 
idea what marriage means but realizes 
that she will be the center of atten­
tion for some time and will have 
bright gay "sarees" to wear and she 
is pleased with the prospect. The 
days of preparation for the wedding 
feast are very busy ones for the 
women of the household. Bags of 
rice are bought and must be cleaned 
before being ready for use. (The 
really good rice in India is old and is 
much alive.) The cleaning process is 
carried on entirely by hand and is 
tedious work. Large quantities of 
wheat and of dhal (pulse) must be 
cleaned and the wheat ground to flour 
in their little stone hand mills. (Dur­
ing the last few years grinding mills 
run by oil or gasoline engines, have 
been introduced into the larger towns 
and . cities, so these have in many 
cases relieved the women of part of 
their work. But the majority of India's 
women are still grinding their grain 
in the little flat stone hand mills, 
many of them rising at 2 or 3 o'clock 
in the morning to grind the daily 
supply of flour for the family.) Other 
preparations of a less laborious na­
ture are carried on. Bright colored 
clothing and jewelry are purchased 
and when the appointed time has 
come the guests from far and near 
begin to arrive. Sometimes ten or 
twelve little springless carts or 
"demnies" as they call them, packed 
full with people in every conceivable 
posture, and drawn by the swiftest 
running bullocks that can be secured 
for the occasion drive along over the 
stony country roads as well as over 
the good government roads at a reck­
less pace, toward the house of mar­
riage and feasting. Weddings in In­
dia are almost always conducted dur­
ing the latter part of the cool and 
throughout the hot season and each 
one lasts from three days to a week. 
The attendant minstrels are as much 
a part of the wedding arrangements 
as are the bridal pair, and many a 
time when one is utterly weary and 
the head throbbing as if it would 
burst, how one longs for the min­
strels to take a rest, but their music 
(?) never seems to have a let up, 
night or day—the tomtoms and bag­
pipes as well as other indescribably 
shrill and piercing noise producers, 
keep right on. We often wonder that 
the people who have to sit close by 
and enjoy (?) it all do not become 
deaf. In India the people believe in 
using plenty of powder and paint and 
we must not blame them if they use 
it in what seems to us a ludicrous 
fashion; possibly American fashions 
would strike them similarly. The 
bride and groom are both smeared 
with saffron and in spots with white 
powder and red paint, bedecked in 
their brightest colored garments, pre­
sented to the idols in the temple, their 
garments knotted together at one 
corner of each. The priest mutters his 
incantations over them, or if of low 
caste he shouts to them from a dis­
tance lest he become defiled by con­
tact. The necklace of strands of tiny 
black beads with the little brass con­
tainer with the girl's destiny or fate 
written on paper inside—never to be 
opened as long as her husband lives—-
is fastened around the little bride's 
neck. When the days of feasting 
are ended the guests return to their 
own homes, the bride and bride­
groom each to their own parental 
homes; but instead of being a free lit­
tle girl she is a married one, and be­
longs, not to her parents but to her 
husband and his people. Under or­
dinary circumstances she will be per­
mitted to live with her parents til) 
she is about ten or twelve years of 
age, at intervals going to her hus­
band's home for short visits, but when 
she reaches the age of eleven or 
twelve she must go to her mother-in-
law's housq to remain there as the 
child wife and endure whatever that 
may mean. The charge that some 
parents have given their little girls at 
the time of parting is, "Endure what­
ever suffering you may have to bear, 
if need be die, but do not forsake 
your husband's home." Indian wom­
en and girls learn patience in the 
school of suffering. Only God knows 
the sorrows and suffering that these 
little child wives endure. There are 
occasional cases where they are kind­
ly and considerately treated and 
where they are really loved but these 
are the rare exceptions. At the time 
when a girl so much needs her own 
mother's love and sympathy she is 
thrust into cold, unsympathetic and 
often cruel hands. 
We have frequently seen a little 
girl apparently not more than eight 
or nine years of age, with a very sad 
face trudging along the road follow­
ing a man. Upon inquiring where 
they were going, the father would ex­
plain that she was going to her 
mother-in-law's house. Poor little 
thing! "In a few days you will have 
to go to your mother-in-law's house" 
is often used as a threat to make little 
girls obedient when they are naugh­
ty. 
If the husband does not die first, 
and if the young wife should present 
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"Mammie" Walker was suddenly 
called home because of her father's 
serious illness. 
Miss Florence Biggs is visiting at 
the home of iss Walker, in Tipton. 
Indiana. 
Miss Hoag, Miss Miles and Miss 
Barnes journeyed to Marion, April 
first. 
Mr. and Mrs. John Rose left Up­
land Wednesday, April fourth, for 
Boston where they will meet many qf 
their old friends-
Rosebud and Miss Thorn, (of Earl-
ham College ) were at society Friday 
evening, March thirty-first. 
A very delightful birthday party 
was given on March 29th in honor of 
her lord and master with the desire 
of his heart—a son—she may be treat­
ed fairly well, according to Hindu 
custom, but if she should have no 
children or only girls, then Hindu law 
and custom would not expect a man 
to confine himself to such a wife, and 
his relatives will forthwith make ar-
Billie Dunn. 
Saturday evening, (April 1st) af­
forded great pleasure for both young 
and old. A successful surprise party 
was given in honor of Mrs. Ayres. 
An interesting program was render­
ed, followed by a shower of gifts 
from the students. 
Mrs- Faulder has made frequent 
trips to Marion wit>-"u the last two 
weeks. 
Mr. Fenstermacher visited Mr. 
Means at the Grant county hospital, 
March 29th and April 5th. 
Miss Stella Thacker spent the 
week-end at Miss Florence Moreland's 
home at Muncie, Indiana. 
rangements for his marriage to some 
other little girl. 
If the husband should die first, then 
the poor wife is treated as if she had 
caused his death. The Braham priest 
accuses her of being guilty of this 
crime in either this or some previous 
incarnation, so she must be treated 
The T. U. Gem 
It's Going To Be A Dandy 
Every Student and Every Friend of 
T. U. Is Going to Want One 
GARDEN PLANTS ! 
All kinds sent by Parcel 
Post. 
Help Taylor University by 
purchasing your Garden 
Plants from us. 
Taylor University 
Greenhouses 
B. A. Atkinson, Florist. 
Phone 894 
GERMICIDAL 
SOAP 
The Best Shampoo 
for Dandruff 
Keeps Infection from Burns 
and Wounds 
Destroys Perspiration 
Odors 
Invaluable in the Sick Room 
for Hands, Clothing 
and Linen 
Kills Lice and Other 
Vermin 
THE SOAP OF 
A HUNDRED 
USES 
GERMICIDAL SOAP 
£ % \ 
: ' t 
MILD 
tMcCimTCGK) 
mimsm. 
DETROIT We Sell and 
Recommend It 
Price 25c 
PIONEER DRUG STORE 
—The Rexall Store— 
Upland Indiana 
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accordingly. The higher the caste, 
the more cruel the treatment. No re­
marriage for higher caste Hindu 
widows and to. return to her child­
hood's home would bring disgrace on 
her people so she remains in the 
home of her dead husband's people 
and does the drudgery, of which there 
Is plenty in a Hindu home. She is 
cursed, despised, given one meal of 
coarse food per day, six days in the 
week, eating nothing on the seventh. 
Her head is shaven of her hair and 
Is continued to be kept thus. Only the 
most meagre of coarse clotheing is 
given her to cover her nakedness. 
All her jewelry of which Indian wom­
en are so fond, is taken away from 
her and she is down-trodden and de­
graded. As is the custom in Hindu-
Ism—a woman who has no protector 
or as they call them—"owner" of her 
own, becomes the public property of 
other men, and revolting as it may be 
to her, the pooh widow has in many 
cases (to make it as mild as possible) 
no choice as to leading an immoral 
life. The Marathi dictionary gives 
the same word used interchangeably 
for widow and prostitute. 
Poor, helpless, sorrowful Hindu 
women! Have they really no rights 
but to receive such treatment? Do 
they deserve it? Some of the most 
lovable and patient women I have 
ever met are Indian Christians. 
The people in India are not natural­
ly more cruel than people in America. 
It is their religious teaching and caste 
customs that cause them to act so 
cruelly. They need the same Lib­
erator as we have—the One who plac­
ed man and woman side by side and 
Who said, "For this cause shall a 
man leave his father and mother and 
shall cleave unto his wife." Jesus is 
the only One who can lift India's 
women to the place where they right­
fully belong and who can cause men 
to cease trampling them under foot. 
Redemption through our Lord Jesus 
Christ is for them as much as for 
us. Why are we so slow in making it 
known to India's women and men? 
What part does the Lord want you 
to have in this needy work? Ask 
Him. —Mrs. Eicher. 
| SERVICE HDW. CO. 
• The first Hardware Store on 
| your way down town, 
i Student Patronage Solicited, 
i Upland - Indiana 
I | 
BEN BRADFORD j 
QUALITY SHOE SHOP | 
Upland - Indiana i 
POORMAN'S 
Sanitary Grocery 
For 
f STAPLE & FANCY GROCERIES 
j All kinds of Fruits and 
Vegetables in Season 
; C. E. Poorman 
j UPLAND, IND. 
CHIROPRACTIC 
Is the Key to Perfect Health 
Affections of the Eyes, Throat,' 
Lungs, Nose, Heart, Stomach, 1 
Liver, Spleen, Bowels, Bladder, ! 
Kidneys and Reproductive Organs -
quickly yield to scientific Chiru- ; 
practic adjustments. ! 
JAMES THOMPSON, / i 
Doctor of Chiropractic 
Phone 1121 Over Post Office ' 
Upland, Indiana 
The Economy Store 
F. M. Porter, Prop. 
UPLAND, IND. 
:'The Store That Always Has 
the Goods" and Makes the 
Lowest Cash Prices on 
Everything for Everybody. 
BRODERICK & BALLINGER 
Fresh, Salted and Smoked Meats. 
OYSTERS AND FISH IN SEASON. 
UPLAND, IND. PHONE 61 
A little girl went to church one Sun­
day morning, but her parents stayed 
at home because tbey felt tired. When 
the little one returned the father- asked 
"What did our pastor preach up­
on this morning, dear?" "I don't re­
member all," said the child, "but I 
think his text was. 'Many were cold 
and few were frozen.'" 
LOY FURNITURE COMPANY 
l 
Dealers In 
Carpets 
Rugs 
Linoleum 
and 
FINE FURNITURE 
Phone 11 _ - Upland, Ind. 
it..A..*..*..*..**.*••••>• 
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TAYLOR UNIVERSITY ECHO history of the race, man chose the 
more stimulating occupations, such 
Co-edncational Issue ag hunting an(j fighting. while wom. 
Published on the second and fourth Tuesdays of each month, by the an carried on the daily routine of 
Taylor University Echo Company, Students of Taylor University, Upland, carjng for the family and provid-
Indiana, from October to June, both months inclusive. . . . , wi(, ... 
Entered as Second Class Matter, October 15, 1913, at the post office at 8 s 
Upland, Ind., under Act of March 3, 1879. cultivation of routine, regularity, 
steadiness and purposive foresight, 
a highly developed system of civili­
zation could never have been form­
ulated-
It is quite fitting that the co-edu­
cational issue is also the same issue 
in which we celebrate Easter, the 
anniversary of the resurrection of 
Christ Jesus, upon which rests the 
foundation of the Christian faith. For 
it was Christ who restored woman 
to her position of equality with man. 
The Christian religion is the only re-
Co-Ed Staff 
EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT 
Editor-in-Chief Lela F. Cassel 
Associate Editor Caroline Churchill 
Report Editor Wilberta Brower 
Literary Editor Louise Smith 
Local Editor Edith Hall 
Chronicler and Humorous Editor Alice O. Smith 
Alumni Editor Ethel Morton 
Athletic Editor Ruth Speirs 
BUSINESS DEPARTMENT 
IN THE HISTORY OF TODAY. 
Business Manager Mae Skow 
Advertising Manager yf Emma Michel which recognizes and dignifies 
Subscription Manager Eva Oliver the place of woman. While the Hin-
Circulation Manager Doris Atkinson du, the Chinese, he Zulu and the 
Mohammedan women are considered 
but. little higher than the brute cre­
ation the Christian woman enjoys 
the same privileges in Christian wor­
ship and Christian civilization as does 
the man. 
There never was a time in the his­
tory of the human family when wom­
an's sphere of activity was as broad 
as it is today. She has extended her 
field of accomplishments into prac-
were hundreds of years ago. There tically every phase of human activity. 
We are glad to present to our are many contributing causes which in educational work, she excels, in 
readers the Co-educational issue of bring about this condition, their re- the medical world, she is efficient in 
the Echo. It is not only the fact that ligion, customs, etc., but not least of business, she is indispensable- and 
the women of this institution are giv- all is the fact that the women of the now her interests are turning to the 
en an issue of the Echo that we ap- land were held in the background and political questions of the day She 
preciate. but also that we are in a not allowed the development they has finally secured the franchise and 
ca-educational school. We are glad should have had. The women were her opportunities are opening up in 
that the time came in the history of kept in ignorance and superstition, the political world She is no longer 
education when the necessity of the and, since the bringing up of the bound by the limitations of former 
education of women was realized and rising generation naturally devolves custom. Her influence in ridding mir 
"-educational schools raised u»- "self upon the women of the land, country of the abominable saloon Ind 
We are glad that we live in a country the youth were reared in the same ig- her efforts for the diminishing of the 
where the intellectual needs of wom- norance as their ancestors and were tobacco evil as well as her influence 
an are recognized and provided for. taught the same old-fashioned cus- 0n such questions as child labor. 
Probably the education of women toms that had bound their grand- public sanitation, etc., show that her 
has had a greater influence upon the parents. And so the race is kept in influence really counts She has shown 
progress of the race than we are in- the same condition from generation herself worthy of the opportunities 
clined to realize- In contrast to our to generation. In contrast to this she has been given and the confidence 
own fair land of progress and pros- stand the nations that are leading bestowed upon her 
perity, let us look at the nations in the world today; they are the nations But in almost any situation the 
the world today where woman has in which woman has been allowed long view is very different from the 
not received her rightful heritage of the advantages of education and de- view close at hand The history of 
the stores of knowledge mankind has velopment. yesterday looks very different to us 
accumulated, and note the difference. For there are elements in every today than it did to the people of 
Take for instance, the Oriental coun- progressive civilization which man that time. To illustrate—a writer in 
alone cannot furnish, great as his the eighteenth century speaks of the 
noniAifArvi onlc* rnoir Kn ' I' r. .1,1 Lt,. i , . 
tries, China and India, where wom­
an has been held as a sHve, where achievements may be. Todd in his heights to which mankind has climbed 
llPr riVhta aro nnt pnnor .urod anil lior " rP J-» /-. »• I/-»c< r-f Cnoinl ~ , 
says and the ideal which civilization has her rights are not considered and her "Theories of Social Progress" 
education entirely neglected. Al- that woman has contributed to human reached, not seeming"to"* think ""it 
though these countries have among progress not only by her inventions, possible that any higher degree of 
the oldest civilizations, they are no agriculture, textiles, etc., but also by civilization might ever be attained 
farther advanced today than they her steadying force. In the earlier So we wonder what tomorrow will 
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show us in the history of today, that 
we fail to notice. We can see the 
mistakes of the past, but what are 
the mistakes of the present day that 
will be evident to the nation tomor­
row? 
While we appreciate the accom­
plishments of the twentieth century 
woman, we cannot help but notice her 
failings as well. Someone. I believe 
it is Emerson, says that with the 
mastering of the new arts, the older 
arts are lost, that while we gain in 
one thing, we lose in another. And 
we wonder if this is true of the twen­
tieth century woman. If we could 
live in the next generation, what 
would it show us about the history of 
today? Would all the changes be for 
the improvement, of the race or would 
we see that fosses had come along 
with the gains? 
Somehow everybody seems to feel 
that the modern girl is just a big 
joke—with her flippancy, her vanity 
and her capacity for being easily flat­
tered. Probably the depreciation ol 
womanhood in this line is greater and 
more serious than we suppose; for 
there are elements which, from the 
very nature of things, woman must 
contribute to the welfare of the race 
if our civilization is to be on a firm 
basis. If woman loses her woman­
liness, no amount of medical skill 
can make up for the loss; if she loses 
her modesty and delicate dignity, her 
business ability, no matter how great, 
can never take its place; and if she 
loses that supreme grace of con­
stancy, no wealth of intellectual pow­
er can supply the deficiency. And 
although woman may exercise great 
influence in the political world, yet 
her greatest power will always lie in 
the realm for which she is best fitted, 
the place where natural endowments 
make her universal queen, the home. 
If she fails there, if she neglects her 
opportunities there, no political pow­
er she may ever command can make 
up for her neglect. 
And when the light of tomorrow re­
veals to us the history of today, I 
wonder if woman will not find that, 
after all, her greatest power lies, 
not in the ballot, but in her direct in­
fluence in the home; that the women, 
as the mothers of the men, may in­
fluence the world most easily, most 
naturally and most effectively by 
training their sons in plastic youth 
and bringing them up into pure and 
noble manhood. For the old adage 
still remains true, "The hand that 
rocks the cradle is the hand that 
rules the world " 
City Barber Shop 
LAUNDRY 
DRY CLEANING 
TROUT & WEAVER 
I f i ? i ? i 
KEEVER'S CAFE 
FOR HOT LUNCHES AND 
SHORT ORDERS 
Oysters in Season. 
D. R. KEEVER, Upland, Ind. 
SNYDER'S CASH DEPARTMENT STORE 
Geo. A. Snyder, Prop. 
Groceries, Dry Goods, Shoes and Notions 
PHONE 1084 UPLAND, INDIANA 
Clothcraft "7132" 
Brown Serge Special 
Young men are especially enthusiastic over the 
new models in this pleasing brown serge. 
For instance, see the new two button sacks at 
$29 
UPLAND GAS CITY 
10% discount to students 
The Dead Letter Office 
Will not get your mail if you use 
printed stationery. It is the "correct 
thing" now, and is as cheap or cheap­
er than buying blank paper and en­
velopes in small quantities. Ask us 
for particulars, and see our samples. 
Prices way down. 
YEATER PRINTING CO. 
Phone 1061 Upland, Ind. 
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HOLINESS LEAGUE. 
The first service' of the Holiness 
League for the spring term consisted 
of earnest prayer, song and testi­
mony. The presence of the Holy 
Spirit was blessedly realized and 
hearts were refreshed by the over­
flow of praise- The Psalmist said: 
"My cup runneth over." It is the 
overflow from a heart and life filled 
with the Holy Ghost that touches 
other lives and creates a longing for 
a personal realization of saving 
grace. , 
In the service on the evening of 
March 31, Mrs. Jennings sang "Just 
When I Need Him Most" in an effec­
tive manner. Mr. Orville French 
spoke on the necessity of a Chris­
tian living a holy life. Christ in 
His prayer for His disciples prayed, 
"Sanctify them through thy truth: 
thy word is truth*" John 17:17. 
Some people say the term sanctifica-
tion is not in the Bible, but Peter 
wrote to the "Elect according to the 
foreknowledge of God. the Father, 
through sanctification of the Spirit," 
1 Pet. 1:2. If we do not see God's pow­
er manifested in a wonderful way. it is 
not God's fault, but ours, for He is 
ready to bestow His Spirit upon us 
when we meet the conditions laid 
down in His word. 
"He is able to do exceeding abund­
antly above all that we ask or think, 
acording to the power that worlreth 
in us," Eph 3:20. Hallelujah! 
VOLUNTEER BAND HEPORT 
On Monday evening of March 27, at 
6:30 o'clock, the Volunteer Band held 
their first meeting of the new term. 
Professor Glasier kindly consented to 
talk to us. 
His subject was, "The Missionary 
Motive." Primarily we have to find 
out the will of God for our lives, and 
like David, serve our own generation 
by being in the will of God. If we 
were in tbe will of God, we would not 
go out to the mission fields as dress 
reformers, but the real purpose of a 
missionary should be to save souls for 
Christ. Then again we are not to 
go out as political reformers, for the 
STROUP BROS. 
I STAPLE AND FANCY * 
f GROCERIES j 
| Phone 1092 Upland j 
"LUJIM" 
business of a missionary is a religious 
business.. That we may be pre­
pared for this religious business, we 
will first have to have a vital Chris­
tian experience here in the homeland, 
before we will be able to stand against 
the forces of the enemy in a heathen 
world where the devil has practically 
full sway in religious matters. 
When we are going out under some 
missionary board, we ought not under 
any consideration to compromise 
to the board about certain of our con­
victions which we feel Christ would 
have us keep as essentials to our 
Christian faith. 
The missionary of today is swing­
ing altogether too much over to the 
selfish aspect of things. When we 
are prepared to go forth with the 
message of Christ, we ought each one 
to be able to say with St. Paul, "The 
love of Christ constraineth me." 
All that were there were blessed 
by the message, and our only 
regret was that' there were not more 
of the band members presnt. 
Fellow members and students, will 
you not please make it a point on 
your week's program to attend t*»e 
Volunteer Band services? They will 
be both an inspiration and a help to 
you. 
Home Macle Candy 
Absolutely pure. Fresh daily. 
Special Orders Taken. Phone 1121 
For sale at University Store. 
t DR. F. L. RESLER j 
| PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON ? 
Office Over Postoffice j 
i Phones: Office 1132. Res., 104 ? 
i Upland, Indiana ? 
To Taylor Students— 
(AND EVERYBODY) 
Ideas strike quickly— 
And suddenly— 
So says 
Our Advertising Manager, 
And he claims that 
When the idea strikes you 
To be photographed— 
You will take 
The quickest route—-
By rail-
Motor, or 
Air line 
To Fairmouht, Ind.— 
To a Studio 
That is equipped 
To serve. 
A busy Studio— 
A painstaking Studio— 
The Hockett Studio 
Of course, he's right. 
THE PRAYER BAM) 
The Prayer Band is the most essen­
tial organization of the college for 
"prayer is to the soul what air is to 
the body." If we expect to live, spir­
itually, we must go, to the place which 
God has provided with the elements 
which conditions life and growth. 
Here at the Prayer Bend we breath 
in the essence of His presence; the 
communion with Him brings us a di­
vine impulse which starts the de­
velopment of a Christ-like charac­
ter. Then it is that we gain in­
sight, into His words. "Christ in us, 
the hope of glory." 
Some very inspiring messages have 
been brought us during the last few 
weeks. It reminds one of the verses 
in Malachi 3:1617: "Then they that 
feared the Lord spake often one to 
I Ralph C. Cottrell \ 
? Glasses Scientifically Fitted i 
i SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN t 
f TO SCHOOL CHILDREN. j 
I 421-422 Marion Nat'l Bank i 
i Phone 246 Marion, Ind. ; 
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another: and the Lord hearkened and 
heard it, and a book of remembrance 
was written before him for them 
that feared the Lord and that 
thought upon his name-
And they shall be mine, saith, 
the Lord of hosts, in that day when 
I make up my jewels." 
Have you a desire to be one of the 
jewels which Christ shall make up 
in that day of His return? Then let 
us speak often one to another of Him. 
Let us think upon His name, and at 
all times, let us make use of every 
opportunity which conditions spirit­
ual growth and development. 
—Lois Wolfe. 
i BR- ALLEN B. CAINE I | DR. H. N. TURNEY ! 
I Osteopathic Physician ; i DENTIST 
J Office Hours—9-12 a. m., 2-g p. m. | | Phome 58. Marion, Indiana, i 
f Telephone 72 Marion, Indiana ? t X-Ray Equipment I 
I Sixth Floor Marion Nat. Bk Bldg. I \ 508 Marion National Bank Bldg. ? 
LONG'S CLEANERS & DYERS 
CLEANING THAT IS SCIENTIFICALLY SUPERIOR 
— Garment Dyers — Rug Cleaners — Hat Remodelers -
Office 120 W. Third Street Marion, Ind. 
THALONIAN LITERARY SOCIETY 
Think of the good we could do if 
we would watch for everything that 
might improve and instruct us; if 
the arrangements of our daily life 
were so disposed as to be a constant 
school for our minds! But oftenest 
we take no heed of them. Man is an 
eternal mystery to himself; his own 
person, a house into which he never 
enters, and of which he studies the 
outside alone. Each of us needs 
continually before him the famous in­
scription which once instructed So­
crates, and which wa's engraved on 
the walls of Delphi by an unknown 
hand: 
"Know Thyself" 
Young people, do you know your­
selves? To know yourself is to 
realize your latent possibilities. The 
talents granted to an individual are 
not to benefit himself alone; they are 
gifts belonging to the world. Every­
one shares, for everyone suffers or 
benefits by the possessor's use of 
them. Genius is a lighthouse meant 
to shed light afar; its benefits should 
be for all. 
The purpose of the Thalonian Lit­
erary Society is to give opportunity 
and training in the expression of tal­
ents which if undeveloped must re­
main concealed, but brought to light, 
will enable their owner to render 
great service to God and humanity. 
The world is! looking for young 
people to take up its work and re­
sponsibilities; there is a place for ev­
ery worker. 
Fellow Thalonians, let us not grow 
indifferent to the possibilities which 
may be latent in the young life com­
ing into our family group. Become 
acquainted with new students. Lead 
them to the opportunities we enjoy 
that they may have part in our ideals 
and find expression of them in their 
lives. —"Doug." 
LOOK YOUR B 
I IM 
O U R  S P R I N G  
One reason why you should look your best this spring 
is that everybody else does. Nature puts on new garb and 
man follows. 
But men don't buy Clothes just for Spring. They ex­
pect ours to last more than a single season. Just how long 
you can "look your best" depends largely on quality—and 
you're certain of that here. 
PRICE CLOTHING CO. 
106 E. 4th St. 
MARION INDIANA 
Second and Washington Streets 
Marion, Ind. 
One of the Largest 
Home-Furnishing Houses 
In the State 
Dependable Furniture—Floor Coverings 
and a Complete Drapery Service 
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PHILALETHEAN LITERARY CLUB 
The Philos gave an unusually in 
teresting program Friday, the 31st. 
The inaugural address given by A. 
W. Pugh was one much enjoyed. The 
melephone solo by Mildred Atkinson 
and piano solo by Helen Hall were 
rendered in a most pleasing man­
ner. The readings given by Harry 
Briggs were humorous and well giv­
en. J. C. B. White read some selec­
tions written by Dr. Reed, in honor 
of the birthday anniversary of our 
first president at Upland. The girls' 
double quartet sang with enthusiasm 
some delightful numbers after which 
the Philo Standard was read by its 
author, Mr. Dezendorf. It is need­
less to say it was thoroughly enjoy­
ed. 
MNANKA DEBATING CLUB 
At the last meeting of last term, 
held March 11th, the Mnanlias elected 
the following officers to guide their 
club through the spring term: 
President—M. Louise Smith. 
Vice President—F'atherine Bieri. 
Secretary—Dorothv David. 
Treasurer—BlancI e Rehme. 
Censor—Harriet I eisure. 
Assistant Censor—Mae Skow. 
Critic—May Rector. 
Chaplain—Florence Willison. 
Reporter—Mildred A. Kettyle. 
Sergeant-at-Arms—Wilodene Coun­
tryman. 
The election of officers was follow­
ed by a short snappy business meet­
ing. 
At the next meeting, held March 
25th, the new officers assumed their 
respective duties. After a short bus­
iness meeting, during which the 
Mnankas voted to give a banquet in 
honor of the debaters who won the 
recent interclub debate, the club paid 
a visit to the Eureka Debating Club. 
There they were very cordially re­
ceived and asked to participate in a 
debate on the question: "Resolved, 
that the final term examinations 
should be abolished, granted the 
grades are above 85 percent." 
The Eurekans took their stand on 
the affirmative side of the question 
and put forth the Messrs. Clarence 
French and Edwin Briggs to declare 
their positive. (We wonder who in 
the Eurekan Club this state of affairs 
would benefit if the affirmative side of 
this question should be put into 
practice.) The Mnankas led by Miss 
Laura Neff and Miss May Rector up­
held the negative—and sailed through 
to victory. Did one of the men's de­
bating clubs once have a debate con­
cerning the comparison of woman's 
brain with man's brain? We modest­
ly call this our first encounter with 
the sterner sex, to their attention. 
The next regular meeting of the club 
was held April 1st. The meeting was 
called to order by tb° president after 
which Miss Radaker led in prayer. 
After the routine business, Miss 
Thacker read the report of the com­
mittee appointed to draw up the rules 
which should in the future govern the 
inter-club debates. The rules were 
accepted as read and made a part of 
the constitution. This was followed 
by an interesting debate on the sub­
ject: "Resolved, that the waste of 
natural resources combined with 
kitchen wastes is more responsible 
for high prices than dishonest weights 
and measures combined with food 
adulteration." Francis Peacock and 
Wilburta Brower upheld the affirma­
tive, while the negative was main­
tained by Katherine Bieri and Ruth 
Reynolds. The debate wa svery inter­
esting and showed that the debaters 
had spent much time and thought in 
its preparation. The negative won. 
—Reporter. 
If you never mt-ke any mistakes, 
you never get anywhere; if you make 
too many mistakes, you lose your job; 
the fellow who doesn't make the same 
mistake twice is the one who suc­
ceeds. 
The Earn Korner i 
t 
Taylor University 
Art Shop i 
i 
Cameras tor Sale i 
at Cut Prices £ 
Twenty'four Hour | 
Service on Finishing | 
Films for Sale 
i W. E. WAGONER ( 
| DENTIST 
| Rooms 406-7 Glass Block 
I Phone 1235 Marion, Ind. ? 
j Are You With 
Those You Love? 
Separation never occurs 
between friends having a 
Larrimer interpretative 
photographic portrait. 
THE LARRIMER 
ART SHOP 
MRS. B. R. POGUE, 
Upland, Ind. 
SEND IT TO i 
"THE HOUSE i 
OF CLEANLINESS" i 
Laundry [ 
Dry Cleaning s 
i 
Carpet Cleaning | 
f 
Watch for the White Truck | 
BROWN LAUNDRY) 
& Dry Cleaning Co. t 
LOYD OLSON, Agent 
EYES 
EXAMINED 
For the relief of Headache, 
Eye Strain or Poor Vision. 
Satisfaction Guaranteed. 
DR. G. S. GRUBB 
308-9 Marion Nat. Bank BIdg. 
MARION, IND. 
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FOR. YOU ! 
FOR. EVERYBODY I 
Jf / < -i 
The Doctor* 
Qite Nome 
Remington Portable 
STANDARD KEYBOARD —NO SHIFTING FOR FIGURES! 
r 11HIS handy, compact writing machine is the 
latest addition to the famed Remington family. 
Especially designed for intimate, personal 
use. It fits in a case only four inches high, 
can he carried anywhere, used everywhere and 
is a real necessity to every man, woman or 
child who has any writing to do. 
Like all Remington Typewriters it turns out 
clean-cut, beautiful work speedily and efficiently. 
$60.00 
Cash or Payments 
THE OBSERVER. CO. 
South Side of Square Marion, Ind. 
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SOAiVGETAHA The question was, Resolved, that 
On Saturday, March 25, the Soange- final term examinations should be 
taha Debating club met for a busi­
ness session. A committee, consist­
ing of Joyce Spalding, Merrette Hes-
abolished, granted that the grades 
are over eighty-five per cent. The 
Mnakas received the negative side of 
senauer, and Mildred Ortlip, was ap- the question. After choosing the 
pointed to meet with a committee judges we proceeded with the de-
from the Mnanka club to formulate bate. The arguments on both sides 
by-laws to govern future inter-clufc were well presented. The judges de-
debates. The names of Misses Dor- cided two to one in favor of the neg-
othy Spalding and Florence Beale ative. After the critic's report had 
and Mrs. G. E. Wagner were present- been given by Miss Spiers, we ad-
ed for membership. Other business journed feeling that our time had 
of importance was transacted- been well spent. Come again, Mnan-
Saturday evening, April 1, an inter kas, you are always welcome, 
esting meeting was held. Miss Joyce The club met again as usual on 
Spalding gave a report of the com- Saturday evening, April first. After 
mittee for by-laws governing inter- roll call and a short business ses-
club debates, and the laws were sion, we were profiitably entertain-
adopted. After the business session ed by an interesting debate on the 
an extemporaneous debate was held question, Resolved that the pen has 
on hte subject, Resolved: That boys, done more for education than the 
tongue. The affimative was upheiv 
play with by Clench and Boyll, while Draper 
The affirm- and Woolever battled for the nega­
tive. There were many good argu-
if not hindered by artificial environ 
ment, will instinctively 
dolls, as well as girls, 
ative was nobly upheld by Miss Hes 
senauer and Miss Winifred Smith and ments given on both sides. The judges 
the negative was supported by Miss decided in favor of the affimative. 
Hinds and Miss Lindsey. The affirm- Come on Eurekans, let's make this 
ative brought out some very good the best term of the year, 
points to prove that boys do like to . 
play with dolls, but the Judges, Mr. 
Fleagle, Mr. Russell and Mr. J. W. 
Hicks, decided that these arguments 
were amply met by their opponents, 
and the decision was made in favor of interest is beinS sh°wn m the meet-
the negative. Mr. Rumball as critic ings of. our cIub' though the 
ETLOGIATtS 
Our new officers are proving them­
selves to be energetic. A renewed 
gave some helpful suggestions- Mr. 
Hicks gave a short talk to the club. 
Eulogonian meetings have always 
proved interesting and beneficial to 
Although a number of our members those members who were willing to 
were absent because of a play prac- take part, yet there were always those 
tice, a goodly number were present. wbo showed hnt little interest. We 
Each girl in the club is behind it, are now aiming at every Eulogonian 
and a new zeal is manifest. We are l,e'n& an active member, always ready 
expecting a very profitable and en- to act when called on. We boast of 
joyable term for our club. We wish one Qualifying adjective to the name 
to fit ourselves in the best way pos- 0<- our club, that of "Faithful" Eulog-
sible for our future services to God onian. Come now, Eulogonians, 
and mankind and seek in our club to measure up and get that needed prep-
develop the best that is in us. aration for your life's work. 
On March 26th, a very interesting 
y^JREKA CLUB and instructive debate on "Resolved, 
' , . that environment has a greater effect Saturday evening, March 25. m one . ^ ,,, , j , upon character than heredity," was that will be long remembered by ^ 
those who attended the Eureka debat­
ing club, our new president. Mr. Fid- The following week the members 
dler, gave his inaugural address in of tbe club received valuable training 
which he pointed out what he expect- 011 Pai 'lamentary drill. 
ed every Eurekan to do this term. 
After a short business session the 
Mnankas visited us. We were glad Four things a man must learn to do 
to have company and to prove this, If he would make his record true: 
we asked them to enter into a debate To think, without confusion, clearly, 
extempore. The Mnankas chose Miss To love his fellowmen sincerely, 
Neff and Miss Rector to • represent To act from honest motives purely, 
their club and we chose Mr. French To trust in God and heaven securely, 
and Mr. Briggs to defend our cause- —Henry VanDyke. 
WOMEN'S WEAR 
THE QUEEN CITY 
OPPOSITE GLASS BLOCK 
MARION, IND. 
Phone 507 
IN MARION 
For Ladies' Ready-to-Wear 
and Millinery 
THIRD AND ADAM.r JTX. 
For Men's Wear 
FARIS & FARIS 
Optometrists 
Eyes examined by state examined 
and registered Optometrists. 
CROSS EYES STRAIGHTENED 
ALL LENSES DUPLICATED. 
DR. C. C. FARIS 
DR. EMIL FARIS 
South Side Square. Phone 1410 
MARION, IND. 
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INTERCOLLEGIATE DEBATE 
The old adage that "silence is gold­
en'" had better be modernized and 
written "slience is power" when we 
mention the intercollegiate debating 
teams. Hidden from the spectator 
our teams have been studying on 
the question, "Resolved, that the prin­
ciple of the closed ship with an open 
union is justifiable." This question 
is a real, live, up-to-date problem 
for at the present time it figures in 
the coal mines situation. Many 
colleges are debating it 
On April 18th our negative team 
will go to Huntington college to 
meet the affirmative team of that 
school. On the same evening our af­
firmative will meet the negative of 
that school here. 
The affirmative team is composed 
<of Percy Olson, Nordin Gilbertson and 
Ernest Treber-
The members of the negative team 
are Edmund Cortez, Fred Wilde, A. 
W. Pugh, Alternates, Earl Fiddler and 
Burke White. 
We have a winning team. Let ev­
ery loyal Taylorite erase the slate for 
that evening and write nothing on it 
but "DEBATE." 
D E N T I S T R Y  
Dr. 0. M. FLINN 
Marion, Indiana 
402 Glass Blk. Phone 384.! 
Special Inducements to 
Students. 
All the latest 
Sheet Music, 
Victor Records 
and 
Player Rolls. 
Home of 
Stelnway 
Pianos and 
other leading 
makes of 
Pianos and 
Plaver Pianos. 
House of Butler 
Marion, Ind. 
E. C. HUNT, Local Agent. 
The Best Place to 
Trade After All 
4 
3 I 
SOANGETAHAS WIN. 
On Friday night, March 31st, the 
second game of the girls' debating 
clubs took place. 
The first one had been won by the 
Mnankas with a score of 14 to 0. This 
aroused the Soangetahas to challenge 
for a second game. Both teams played 
with all their might and consequently 
there was some roughing hut in the 
end the score stood 7 to 2 with the 
victory for the Soangetahas. 
Referees, "Spike" Ellison and Earl 
Smith. • 
Soangetahas—D. Spauldi'ng, R. F.; 
A. Lindell, L. F-; M. Pugh, C.; W. 
Smith, R. G; B. Lindsey, L. G. 
Mnankas—A. Smith, R. F.; R. 
Speirs, L- F.; H. Leisure, C.; M. Lan-
don. R- G.; M. Rector. L. G. 
EASTER 
'Tis the spring of souls today: 
Christ hath burst His prison, 
From the frost and gloom of death 
Light and life have risen. 
All the winter of our sins, 
Long and dark, is flying 
From His light, to Whom we give 
Thanks and praise undying. 
—John of Damascus. 
Tr. by John M. Neale. 
BLUMENTHAL & CO. 
Marion Ind. 
The Sign and Seal of Love and 
Friendship—A Beitler Portrait-
BEITLER STUDIO 
AT MARION 
Leave your Kodak Finishing 
with E. CHAVEZ, in the Office. 
"Quality Work Guaranteed" 
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Refined Laugh. 
In Eng. V Prof. Cline was compar­
ing the humor of the East with that of 
the West. She said: "Eastern laugh­
ter is imitative, refined, subdued, 
dignified " 
Just then " Spike" Ellison (from 
New York, burst out in his charac­
teristic laugh. 
Well—anyway we just cannot be­
lieve the professor. 
Dean Ayres in relating some in­
cidents regarding his trip to England 
and Scotland some years ago said; 
"I put my Lady of the Lake in my 
pocket." 
"Dot" Leech (speaking of cam­
eras) : I have a Brownie. 
Helen Hall: I have an East Man-
Prof. Blodgett: A fool is certain; 
a wise man changes his mind. 
Mr. Smith: Are you certain, Pro­
fessor? 
Prof: I'll have none of your non­
sense; of course I am certain. 
May Rector (to Holmes who had 
puckered up his lips): Oh, I thought 
you were going to kiss me. 
Holmes: No, I just got a piece of 
grit in my mouth. 
May: Swallow is then. You need 
some in your system. 
Mr. Rupp: I don't believe I deserve 
zero in this test. 
Prof. Miles: Neither do I, but that 
is the lowest grade I could give you. 
Her Estimation of Him. 
Mont Oliver says he has a woman 
in hjs church who pays six dollars 
toward the preacher's salary and 
six dollars and seventy-two cents dog 
tax yearly. 
Mrs. Pugh: Dear, the garbage man 
is here. 
Mr. Pugh (absent mindedly): Well, 
we don't need any today, do we? 
Ethel Morton: I like to hear Rev 
Pickett if he only didn't talk an hour 
and sixty minutes. 
Mary Shaw: He isn't as bad as my 
father. He always preaches two 
hours-
Clerk: Shoes? What number do 
your wear? 
Miss Peacock: Why, two, of course. 
Harlowe Evans discussing the wire­
less telephone: Soon life won't be 
worth living; one can't have a pri­
vate conversation-
"Johnnie" Spiers: All men are fools. 
Wallace: Oh, I don't know, some 
are bachelors. 
Can Yon Imagine: 
Prof. Wray to a seven-thirty class 
on time? 
George Wohlschlagel on the stage? 
Emma Michael a school teacher? 
Edith Hall on old maid? 
Dezey with a date? 
Miriam Teed married? 
Prof. Draper employing a dress 
maker? 
Burke White in his new pongee 
Christmas shirt so soon? 
Prof. Miller playing tennis? 
DR. W. H. ERVIN 
DENTIST 
Office Phone 192. Res. Phone 193 
Cooley Blk. Hartford City 
Bake-Rite Bakery \ 
FRESH BREAD, ROLLS, ; 
AND CAKES f 
So. Side Square. Phone 37 t 
Hartford City, Ind. i 
Kitty Bieri has made a discovery, 
she says: "I kept my eye on the scar 
on one of the Smith twin's face all 
evening so I was sure I was with E. 
Smith." 
"Gene": Why don't you ever call 
me any pet names? You never say 
"my dear," or "dovey" any more. 
Buddie: Wiell, a dear is a beast 
and a dove is a fowl, so come here, 
you fowl beast. 
f i 
| Phones—Office SI, Res. 52. ? 
? Hours: 9-10 a. m. 2-4 and 7-8 p. m. | 
! Charles A. Sellers, M. D.i 
Prof. Westlake: There's nothing 
romantic about that dog because it 
hasn't any tail attached to it. 
Interna] Medicine and X-Ray f 
Diagnosis. I 
Portable X-Ray for bedside use. 
Rooms, Dick Building, Hartford 
City, Ind. 
DRUGS 
KODAKS 
WALL PAPER 
I Cronin's Drug- Store 
West Side Squr.re 
HARTFORD CITY, IND. 
—SEE US FIRST— 
WE GIVE A DISCOUNT OF 
10 % 
TO ALL STUDENTS OF TAYLOR 
UNIVERSITY 
Dry Goods, Shoes and Men's Wear 
t READY-TO-WEAR 
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CHRONICLES. 
March 23—Spring is indeed here; 
Prof. Stanley appears without hat, 
coat or overshoes. 
March 24—The S. H. D.'s go out for 
dress parade. 
March 25—Several take advantage 
of the beautiful day and go shopping 
in Marion. 
March) 26—S. P.'s down town fol­
lowed by rain. How we wish we 
might have S. P.'s during a drought. 
March 27—After "Percy's" meeting 
every train for six days Evelyn ar­
rives in the middle of the night in a 
Ford. 
March 2S—More rain. Late stu­
dents still registering. 
March 29—Beans for lunch! Beans 
for dinner! 
March 30—Mary French is wel­
comed back. Vocal and piano recital 
by Misses Wesler and Dauglierty. 
March 31—Philo program. Mnankn-
Soangetaha basketball game. Rah! 
Rah! Soangetahas. 
April 1—May Rector makes a trip to 
the city for rope (?) Party in Swalow 
Robin dormitory. 
April 2—Some spring day! Rev. 
Barrett preaches to a full house at 
night. 
April 3—Mrs. Thomas speaks in 
chapel. 
April 4—Mrs. Eicher gives an in­
teresting talk in chapel. 
April 5—There are bright hopes for 
the opening of the tennis court soon. 
DR. W. D. PLACE 
Dentist 
One Square East of Weiler's 
HARTFORD CITY, IND. 
NELSON STUDIO 
PHOTOGRAPHY & FRAMING 
Welcomes You at its new Location 
223 W. Main St. Hartford City 
RISINGER & HUFFMAN 
Dry Goods, Notions and Variety Goods 
With some, it's quality; with some, it's price; 
with us, it's BOTH. 
| Hartford City, Indiana North Side Square 
(Oeife itJ 
7/A/?rro#D>c/r>r//w i * 
Special Discount Given To Taylor University Students 
"The Best Place To Trade After All" 
EDUCATED AGAINST FEAR 
Little Jean Glasscock was told by 
a playmate that the moon was going 
to fall on her and mash her up. But 
she said, "No, it won't, for I have 
learned at Sabbath school that the 
sun shall not smite thee by day nor 
the moon by night." 
AFFECTIONS of <a? of the fallowing 
parts ma| ha caataf hp norm m-
pureed al lha spina hp a subluxatad 
•BRAIN sartebra. 
•EYES 
Chiropractie 
{SPINAL) 
Adjustments 
Will 
Remove the 
Cause of 
• EARS 
•NOSE _ 
• THROAT 
ARMS 
HEART 
•LUNGS 
'LIVER 
STOMACH 
PANCREAS 
SPLEEN 
KIDNEYS 
•SMALL BOWEL 
• LARCE DOWEL 
> CENI'T AL ORGANS 
• THIGHS & LEGS 
D 
I s 
E 
A s 
E 
Office—Bell Flats. Phone 310 
DR. TOM BELL 
Originator of Optomopathy 
EYES FITTED 
SPINES ADJUSTED 
Side Stepping 111 Health 
28 Years Experience 
HARTFORD CITY, IND. 
A woman traveling in the south 
saw a negro lying in the shade of a 
tree. "Are you taking a rest?" she 
asked. 
"No," he replied, "I'm just waiting 
for the sun to go down so I can quit 
work with a clear conscience." 
Hart, Schaffner 
& Marx Clothes 
Columbia 
Shirts 
CLOTHING, FURNISHINGS & SHOES 
FOR MEN AND BOYS 
CRONIN & CHALFANT 
The Home of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes 
HARTFORD CITY, IND. 
If it wasn't for the optimist, the 
pessimist wouldn't know how happy 
he wasn't. 
Knox Hats Special discount given to 
Stetson Hats Taylor University students. 
Nunn & Bush 
Shoes 
{ SPORTING GOODS 
| Write us and 
we will call on you HARDWARE-COMPANY 
We equip Basket 
Ball and Athletic 
Teams of all kinds 
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mmmmmmum 
A Woman's Education 
should include training in both practical and artistic lines. 
Home Economics 
is a practical subject and includes sewing, dressmaking, 
millinery, cooking, home nursing, toods, and dietetics. 
Instrumental Music 
€ 
We provide superior instruction not only in piano and 
organ, but in band and orchestral instruments. 
Voice Training 
This includes development of pure tone and its easy, nat­
ural use and control in singing. We prepare our stu­
dents for teaching as well as for church and concert 
work. 
Arf 
Instruction is given* in charcoal drawing, sketching from 
nature, water colors, and interior decoration. 
Register for these cultural courses at 
Taylor University 
Upland, Indiana 
